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MARQUEE CASES

After being elected a partner of Shearman & Sterling 
in 1983, Zimmett continued to handle marquee 
cases for Citibank and other major clients, such as 
the collapse of Banco Ambrosiano (the Vatican bank 
scandal), the Hunt Brothers’ reorganizations, the 
worldwide shipping workouts and General Anastasio 
Somoza. Yet as the decade progressed he became 
increasingly restive. Shearman & Sterling grew expo-
nentially, reorganizing its practice groups, including 
the several small teams of litigators who were merged 
into a much larger single department. �e increased 
size did not suit Zimmett. Neither did the new 
emphasis then prevalent at many large �rms on each
partner specializing in a single type of litigation, 
nor the trend away from trying cases to managing 
projects. But, as Zimmett puts it, “my name wasn’t 
‘Shearman’ or ‘Sterling’ and there wasn’t a thing I 
could do about it.” Boldly, he set out to form his 
own law �rm in 1990.

�e Law O�ces of Mark P. Zimmett have 
maintained a close relationship with Shearman & 
Sterling and other large law �rms, often receiving 
referrals from them when they are faced with potential 
client con�icts. At the same time, Zimmett regularly 
opposes attorneys from the large �rms in court or
other venues. As in the international arbitration 
case referred to earlier, Zimmett and his associates 
are more than comfortable representing clients 
involved in sophisticated commercial transactions 
and facing counsel from the largest law �rms in
New York and elsewhere. 

�ere are signs that at least some thoughtful leaders 
among the legal profession may be reconsidering its 
embrace of gigantism. A major legal conference
listed as one of its topics of discussion: “David 
vs. Goliath…Bigger Is Not Always Better.”  

DAVID VS. GOLIATH

A client’s skeptical chief financial officer bet a dollar against his 
company’s chance of success. The client won. The CFO lost. 
Zimmett collected the bet.

By any measure, this international arbitration 
was big. Over $115 million in claims were at stake. 
�e dispute arose from the sale of a subsidiary 
of a publicly held U.S. aerospace company 
to a European conglomerate. �ousands of 
highly technical documents had to be reviewed. 
�irty-seven witnesses were presented and cross-
examined, including engineering, accounting 
and �nancial experts. �e documentary evidence
alone �lled 29 three-inch ring binders. 

�is is just the sort of case that a large U.S. law �rm
would be expected to handle. In fact, one did, pro-
viding representation for the Europeans. Opposing 
counsel for the U.S. company, however, was the Law 
O�ces of Mark P. Zimmett. And it was Zimmett 
and his handful of associates who prevailed.

Mark P. Zimmett has built his career tackling clients’ 
complex legal issues. From his key role as a 28 year 
old entrusted as the principal associate with the 
litigation of billions of dollars of claims that led to 
the freeing of American hostages held in Iran, to his 
position today as a leading member of the commer-
cial litigation bar in New York, Zimmett has earned 
a reputation as a consummate legal problem solver.

Mark Zimmett grew up in Waukegan, Illinois, 
where he attended �e Jack Benny Junior High 
School, the only school whose diploma hangs 
on his o�ce wall. After high school in nearby
Highland Park, he moved East for his undergraduate 
education at �e Johns Hopkins University and 
then to �e New York University School of Law. 

Following graduation from law school in 1975, 
Zimmett joined the New York law �rm of
Shearman & Sterling. Working with a small group 
of litigators who e�ectively formed a �rm within
the �rm, he litigated scores of cases for Shearman 
& Sterling’s largest client, Citibank. Within a few 
years, Zimmett was considered among the industry 
experts in international letters of credit and related 
�nancial services transactions, and had tried more 
cases than most attorneys with twice his years of 
experience. When Shearman & Sterling needed an 
experienced attorney to assist with major cases for 
its largest client, such as the Iran hostage situation 
and others described on the following pages, they 
turned to Zimmett, and were happy they did.

Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 22 NYCRR 1200.0, Rule 7.1



Anastasio 

Somoza  
Zimmett’s practice occasionally took him far 
beyond the courtrooms and conference rooms in 
which lawyers typically practice their craft. In 1979, 
for instance, he went toe-to-toe, literally, with a 
deposed Latin American dictator on a boat anchored 
in international waters. �e deposed despot in 
question was Anastasio Somoza, former Nicaraguan 
strongman. Zimmett’s purpose in visiting was 
to demand payment of Citibank’s outstanding 
bank loans. 

Zimmett, working with Citibank bankers, had iden-
ti�ed several assets belonging to the fallen dictator, 
including a ship at anchor in the San Diego harbor. 
Somoza, or one of his family members, had the ship 
repainted and renamed, but Zimmett was able to 
trace the ship’s registration to clearly show owner-
ship of the vessel by Somoza. Zimmett and a banker 
rushed to the Bahamas, where Somoza was anchored 
o�shore in international waters, the Bahamas being 
the latest country to toss out the dictator who had 
been deposed in 1979 by the Sandinistas. Somoza 
allowed their Zodiac to tie up alongside his yacht, 
but brushed o� their demands for repayment. 
Instead, he anxiously kneaded away at his big toe

(exposed through a blue embroidered hole in his 
white sock apparently designed to accommodate this 
nervous quirk) while Zimmett and the banker sat 
opposite him and tried to impress upon him the 
seriousness of his situation. Somoza’s negotiating 
posture changed dramatically once Zimmett, back 
on the mainland, instructed a fellow attorney in 
San Diego to �le the papers to arrest the ship at 
anchor in U.S. waters. Citibank received prompt 
payment, plus interest, on its outstanding loans. 

Zimmett also successfully enforced repayment 
of Citibank loans to Somoza’s sister, who, at the 
time, lived in Washington, D.C. as the wife of the 
then-dean of the diplomatic corps, Ambassador 
Guillermo Sevilla Sacasa. A change in the law in 
December 1978 facilitated bringing legal action 
against a member of the diplomatic community. 
Zimmett was the �rst attorney in the country to 
�le an action to attach assets under the new law. 
Within days of attaching her assets in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere, 
Citibank received from 
Somoza’s sister repayment 
of its loan, plus interest.

Just three-and-a-half years after joining Shearman 
& Sterling fresh out of law school, Mark Zimmett 
was asked in 1979 to play a key leadership role in one 
of the de�ning international events of the era. He 
helped orchestrate Citibank’s involvement in the 
�nancial fallout from the Iranian revolution and the 
seizure of 52 American hostages in Tehran. After 
the Iranian government repudiated $4 billion in 
foreign loans, and the U.S. government responded 
to the hostage taking by freezing Iranian assets, the 
litigation assumed truly global dimensions as an 
estimated $12 billion in Iranian assets on deposit 
around the world were frozen. During the next few 
years, Zimmett, still a law �rm associate, litigated 
Iran-related cases for Citibank in the United States, 
arguing the only Iranian case Citibank had in the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. He 
also coordinated litigation in the United Kingdom, 
France, and Germany and represented Citibank 
before the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal at �e Hague.

Global �nance and diplomacy were all but indistin-
guishable from each other in the �nal days leading 
to the hostages’ release as the Reagan Administration 
assumed o�ce in January 1981. �e Iranians had 
signaled a senior Shearman & Sterling partner 
through intermediaries in 1980 that a resolution 
of the hostage crisis would have to coincide with an 
unfreezing of Iran’s �nancial assets. As negotiations 
came down to the wire, Zimmett served as the 
administrative leader of the largest group of bank 
attorneys and executives meeting at Shearman & 
Sterling’s o�ces in New York to execute the transfer 
of Iranian deposits to an Algerian escrow account at 
�e Bank of England as the hostages were released. 
Similar groups huddled in Algeria and Washington, 
D.C. �e New York group representing 12 U.S. 
banks spent three mostly sleepless nights telexing 
terms of the transfers back and forth with repre-
sentatives of the Iranian government before an 
agreement was �nally reached, the funds transferred, 
and the hostages were released the morning of the 
inauguration. �e $5.5 billion transferred by the 
banks represented the largest private transaction in 
the nation’s history. Time magazine quoted one of 
the bankers stumbling out of Shearman & Sterling’s 
o�ces onto Manhattan’s 53rd Street that morning 
as saying, “�at’s the most nerve-wracking period I 
have ever spent.”

 

Iran 
Hostage Crisis



Banco 

Ambrosiano
Managing the intricacies of cross-border bankruptcies and related workouts would become an increasing part 
of Zimmett’s practice as the 1980s progressed. �e European banking world was rocked in mid-1982 when 
news surfaced of a scandal at Italy’s largest commercial bank, Banco Ambrosiano, including the apparent 
suicide of its president, Roberto Calvi, found hanged beneath London’s Blackfriar’s Bridge, the suicide of 
his secretary, and $1.4 billion in questionable loans made to paper corporations in Panama. �e scandal 
even reached into the heart of the Vatican. American-born Archbishop Paul C. Marcinkus, president of the 
Institute for Religious Works, popularly known as the Vatican Bank, was said to be implicated in facilitating 
the loan scheme, which eventually led to the bank’s collapse. 

Zimmett acted for a major bank creditor of Banco Ambrosiano on the creditors’ steering committee for 
Banco Ambrosiano Overseas Ltd., the bank’s Bahamian subsidiary that still held signi�cant assets. In that 
capacity, he represented the bank in litigation in New York and managed related proceedings in Switzerland, 
the Bahamas and elsewhere. By successfully beating back the claims of creditors of other Ambrosiano a�li-
ates, Zimmett’s client and other creditors of the Bahamian subsidiary were substantially repaid from that 
subsidiary’s assets.

With a proven track record for managing 
complex international legal disputes while not 
yet a partner, beginning in 1980 Zimmett acted 
as the lead litigator for Citibank in what at the 
time was one of the biggest cases of bank fraud 
in Swiss history. Eli Pinkas, a respected Swiss 
businessman and client of Citibank and several 
other U.S. and European banks, was found dead 
in his Lausanne, Switzerland home on June 10, 
1980. Police discovered that he had committed 
suicide by ingesting cyanide tablets, and had fed 
some of the poison to the family dog as well. His 
divorced wife, Florence, also was found dead of 
cyanide poisoning that morning in a hotel in 
Nice, France, where her ex-husband visited her 
most weekends.

Swiss police quickly determined that Pinkas, 
despite his staid reputation, for several years had 
been operating what was in e�ect a far-�ung 
Ponzi scheme. He was forging documents, 
including some on forged Citibank stationary, 
to shift multimillion-dollar loans among banks. 
Principal from new loans was used to repay 
interest on existing debt. He received �nancing 
based on �ctitious receivables he claimed were 
owed Socsil – an otherwise legitimate company 
he owned that produced nitrous oxide, or 
laughing gas – and other entities. 

�e receivables were said to be owed Socsil by
 the U.S. Army, Sanitary Division. No such 
division existed. Creditors owed more than $140 
million cast around to collect on their bad loans. 
Zimmett successfully defended Citibank in a 
number of lawsuits and bankruptcy proceedings 
arising out of the Pinkas a�air in New York, 
Lausanne and Zurich. 

Swiss Ponzi 
Scheme



Hunt
Brothers 

Placid Oil and Penrod Drilling, companies controlled 
by the legendary Hunt Brothers of Texas, heirs to 
their father’s multibillion-dollar wildcatter oil 
fortune, were on the verge of bankruptcy by the 
mid-1980s. A consortium of banks that had bailed 
the Hunts out of a huge bet on rising silver prices 
in 1980 (when silver prices plunged from more 
than $50 an ounce to $10.80 in three months) 
had insisted that the Hunts use their oil company 
holdings as collateral for the $1.2 billion in loans 
to cover the silver bailout. �e subsequent collapse 
in oil prices – from nearly $40 a barrel in 1980 
to less than $15 by 1986 – left the Hunts, Nelson 
Bunker, W. Herbert and Lamar, facing the immi-
nent collapse of their oil industry empire as well.

Zimmett, the lead litigator for Citibank, helped 
spearhead the e�ort among 23 banks to recover 
roughly $1.5 billion in the federal district and 
bankruptcy courts. �e Hunts, apparently hoping 
to hold the banks at bay, sued the lender group in

 the U.S. District Court in Dallas in June 1986. �ey 
claimed that the 23 banks were trying to “dismantle 
and ultimately to destroy” Placid and Penrod. 

Zimmett took a leading role among the bank 
attorneys in adopting a plan designed to force 
the Hunts to seek voluntary protection under the 
bankruptcy laws. A bankruptcy �ling would provide 
court supervision over the family properties in a 
workout plan. To strengthen their leverage against 
the Hunts, the banks pursued a strategy under state 
law of foreclosing on properties controlled by the 
family and preparing to sell them promptly at auc-
tion without having to go through the courts. Oil 
and gas �elds, undeveloped land, stock and other 
real estate holdings were targeted by the bank group 
for imminent sale at auction. On the morning that 
the �rst auction was to occur, August 29, 1986, 
the Hunts �led for protection under Chapter 11 
of the bankruptcy laws in Dallas. �e �ling was 
one of the largest Chapter 11 �lings in history.

Shipping 
Workouts

Recognizing his signi�cant contributions 
as a litigator across a broad range of areas, 
Shearman & Sterling elected Zimmett a 
partner in the �rm in November 1983. 
Shortly thereafter, Zimmett broadened his 
scope still further as the lead player in a 
series of global shipping industry workouts. 
Plagued by overcapacity and a global 
economic slowdown in the early 1980s, 
several shipping industry leaders, including 
Japan’s Sanko Steamship Company, the 
world’s largest tanker operator, were on the 
verge of collapse by mid-decade. As a major 
creditor to the industry, Zimmett’s client 
Citibank scrambled to secure industry assets 
from delinquent borrowers. With assets as 
diverse as corporate securities, real estate 
on Guam, art collections and ships at sea, 
the head of Citibank’s workout group chose 
Zimmett, whom he described as a “talented 
generalist,” to be the bank’s lead litigator. 

Zimmett led a team of lawyers working on 
Citibank’s behalf in New York, London, 
Lisbon, Vancouver, Tokyo, Hong Kong and 
elsewhere. �eir goal was to recover loans 
to shipping companies that included Sanko, 
Hong Kong’s C.H. Tung Group and Wah 
Kwong Shipping, and U.S. Lines in the 
United States. Zimmett’s team earned a 
reputation as tough negotiators during 
the crisis. �ey arrested two ships 
from Wah Kwong’s 65-vessel �eet, 
seizing one in Lisbon and another in 
Vancouver. Citibank took control of 
the ship in Vancouver and renamed 
it �e Queen Nora after Zimmett’s 
then seven-year-old daughter. 
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Securities 
and Derivatives  

Litigation

A core of Zimmett’s practice since his early years 
as an attorney, securities litigation continues to be 
a prime focus of his �rm. Zimmett and his associ-
ates have experience handling broker-dealer and 
shareholder derivative cases, claims for underwriter 
due-diligence liability and other cases of securities 
fraud. Zimmett has litigated cases involving hedge 
funds, securitizations, swaps and other derivatives.

Zimmett drew upon his experience in litigating 
aspects of international swap agreements to publish 
an article in the July 1998 International Financial Law 
Review on a potential weakness in standard master 
agreement derivatives contracts. His argument was 
succinctly put in the article’s title: “ISDA Master 
Agreement: Can a Creditor Swipe Your Swap?”

A partner specializing in derivatives transactions 
at a large �rm in New York described the article as 
“required reading” for his associates. While seem-
ingly arcane to the uninitiated, Zimmett’s article 
concluded by stepping back from contract minutiae 
to make the broader problem-solving point that is 
the hallmark of his approach to the law:

“In the litigation between a counterparty and its 
creditor(s), the bank-dealer should not end up the 
loser. �e counter-parties have other means to 
deal with their creditors. �e bank-dealers have the 
means to revise their ISDA Master Agreement to 
better protect themselves and cut the risk that their 
counterparties’ creditors might swipe their swaps.”

More than a decade of expertise in mastering the often arcane aspects of letters of credit paid o� handsomely 
for Zimmett and client Citibank during a whirlwind two-week period in 1987. �e Singer Company, the 
sewing machine maker turned manufacturing conglomerate, was the account-party on numerous letters of 
credit issued by Citibank on its behalf. In November 1987, Singer received an unsolicited takeover bid from 
an investor group led by Paul Bilzerian. Zimmett, concerned that Singer’s assets would be fully pledged to 
secure takeover-related �nancing, determined that, in such circumstances, Citibank was entitled to $10 
million in cash collateral to secure reimbursement of its payment under the as-yet-undrawn letters of credit.

Zimmett brought an action in New York federal court to enforce Citibank’s right to the $10 million cash 
collateral on demand. He took the unusual step of asking the court for a mandatory preliminary injunction, 
which the court would have to enforce. A mandatory injunction is rare, but a mandatory injunction to pay 
money is virtually unheard of because injunctive relief is not given when the payment of money would pro-
vide full relief. Zimmett and counsel for Singer appeared in court for multiple hearings over the next several 
days to argue aspects of Citibank’s claim. �e judge agreed to the accelerated hearing schedule in light of the 
tight deadlines set for various aspects of the Bilzerian takeover o�er. �ough Zimmett’s motion was highly 
unusual, the court ruled in his favor, granting the mandatory preliminary injunction and directing Singer 
to pay $10 million in cash collateral to Citibank.

Bilzerian – Singer 
Takeover



�e Zimmett law �rm’s small size hasn’t prevented 
it from handling major cases. Using the latest 
technology, Zimmett’s focused group of profes-
sionals has reviewed, digested and organized 
tens of thousands of warehoused documents and 
electronically stored images to successfully resolve 
legal disputes on behalf of the �rm’s clients. 
Indeed, the advances that had been made by 1990 
in document handling and processing technology 
played a major role in Zimmett’s decision to go out 
on his own. Documents that would have required 
a battery of typists to prepare for �ling in the 
mid-1980s could be prepared by an assistant or two 
using advanced computer software by 1990. Filing, 
sorting and updating documents on computers also 
greatly simpli�ed the essential role of tracking a 
case’s progress at every step of the legal process.

Today’s document processing and cataloging tech-
nology is vastly superior to that which was available 
in 1990. In a recent case, the Zimmett �rm processed 
200,000 documents in a warehouse as part of the 
discovery process. To handle the workload, two of 
the �rm’s associates worked with an associate from 
a local law �rm based near the warehouse and a few 
contract attorneys were retained on a temporary 
basis. �e team created a database that easily 
enabled Zimmett to locate and access documents 
identi�ed during the search as needed. 

While securities and �nancial litigation, such as 
cases involving hedge funds, securitizations and 
derivatives, have been and remain a substantial 
focus of the �rm, Zimmett and his associates have 
represented clients in other areas as well. �e �rm 
counseled a manufacturer in a series of product 
liability and insurance claims, won an injunction 
on behalf of a well-known luxury goods company 
against a competitor’s use of its proprietary trade 
information and defended a best-selling author and 
television producer in an action alleging invasion 
of privacy. �e �rm has also handled a number of 
employment disputes in litigation, arbitration and

negotiations. Zimmett has represented securities 
�rms and other corporate employers in some cases, 
and in others their senior executives, such as a board 
member for an investment bank and the former 
chairman of a major retailer.

BREADTH AND DEPTH
Known for his broad experience as a general 
commercial litigator, Zimmett has the intellectual 
horsepower to master diverse specialties in his 
practice. As an associate, he litigated dozens of 
letter of credit injunction cases. “�ey o�ered 
wonderful training for a litigator. �ere was 
virtually no discovery (depositions and document 
production), so I was able to get into court quickly 
for a hearing, sometimes in a matter of hours.” 
Building on this experience, Zimmett became an 
acknowledged expert, speaking to the ABA and 
other bar groups, writing a Practice Guide on 
letters of credit published by Matthew Bender and 
participating in the deliberations of the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State 
Law as they considered amendments to revise the 
Uniform Commercial Code on letters of credit.

Trial lawyer, international law professor and author 
of numerous professional articles ranging from 
arbitration to cross-currency swap agreements, 
Mark P. Zimmett has the ability and experience to 
handle the most sophisticated commercial cases 
while o�ering personal accessibility and service.

Capabilities 
real estate and 

Construction
From 1994 through 2000, Zimmett and his 
associates represented a major foreign bank 
in a 40-party construction litigation, related 
bankruptcy and arbitration. �ey successfully 
moved to replace the debtor-in-possession with 
a Chapter 11 bankruptcy trustee. �ey also sued 
32 subcontractors, obtained judgment before 
trial against 26 of the subcontractors and negoti-
ated a settlement with the remaining parties. 

�e Zimmett team �led a civil action under the 
Racketeer-In�uenced and Corrupt Organizations 
Act (RICO), arising from a number of failed real 
estate-backed loans. Zimmett and his associates tried 
the case and won a judgment for treble damages and 
attorneys’ fees, and for title to approximately 40 
acres in East Hampton, New York. Ownership of 
the land had been concealed through a Panamanian 
corporation and an o�shore trust in Bermuda. 



“What Have We Learned in 15 Years?” Host and moderator for panel discussion, with Honorable Jed S. Rako�, 
U.S. District Judge, Southern District of New York; Professor Colin C. Blaydon, �e Amos Tuck School of 
Business Administration at Dartmouth College; and Andrew Ross Sorkin, �e New York Times (November 1, 2005)

“Ethics in International Commercial Litigation and Arbitration,” International Business Litigation & Arbitration 
(Practising Law Institute, New York, NY, 2000-2002)

“Derivatives, ISDA Master Agreement: Can a Creditor Swipe Your Swap?” International Financial Law Review  
(Euromoney Publications PLC, London, July 1998)

“Recent Developments in Arbitration of Employment Disputes,” New York Law Journal (February 26, 1998)

“Agree to Arbitrate and End Up in Court,” 
New York Law Journal (April 30, 1996)

“Limits on Punitive Damages,” 
New York Law Journal (January 19, 1996)

“ADR: Alternative Dispute Resolution or Anticipate 
Dubious Results?” Host and moderator for panel dis-
cussion sponsored by the American Corporate Counsel 
Association, with Honorable Michael J. Dontzin, 
Judicial Panel, Jams-Endispute; Robert A. Rabbino, 
Jr., General Counsel, U.S.A., �e Sumitomo 
Bank Limited; and Todd O. Tucker, Sta� Director, 
McDonald’s Corporation (September 28, 1995)

“Letters of Credit,” in New York Practice Guide: Business 
and Commercial (Matthew Bender, New York, NY, 1990)

professional

Accreditations
BAR ADMISSIONS

State of New York

Supreme Court of the United States

United States Courts of Appeal for the 
Second, Fifth and Ninth Circuits 

United States District Courts for the 
Southern and Eastern Districts of New York 
and the Northern District of California 

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Member, Task Force on the Role of Lawyers in  
Corporate Governance, Association of the Bar of  
the City of New York, 2005-2006

Lecturer, Practicing Law Institute, International 
Commercial Litigation and Arbitration, 2000-2002

Member, Committee on Federal Courts, �e Association 
of the Bar of the City of New York, 1999-2002

Member, ABA Section on Business Law, Committee  
on Uniform Commercial Code, Subcommittee 
on Letters of Credit, 1991-1994

Member, Committee on Business Bankruptcy Law,  
New York County Lawyers Association, 1991-1992

Adjunct Faculty, International Law, �e New 
York University School of Law, 1986-1988

 

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS & PRESENTATIONS

“See You in Court?  Lawsuits: How �ey Work and How 
�ey Don’t,” American Foreign Law Association 
(October 20, 2010)

“A Primer on the ABCs of CDO Litigation,” New York 
Law Journal (April 1, 2008)

“Master and Commander: Lessons from an AmLaw 
100 partner who set up his own shop and lived (well) 
to tell about it,” �e American Lawyer (April 2007)
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